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THE CONCEPT
We find the concept of the “Person of Peace” in the instructions Jesus gave to his disciples when he sent them 
out in Mt 10, Lk 9, and Lk 10. In essence, Jesus told his disciples that when they enter a community, their 
priority will be to look for and find the person of peace. If they find one, they should stay; if not, they should 
leave.

The Person of Peace is very important to Kingdom-advancement. Every movement is a work of God, not man. 
If God is not yet raising up people of peace, there will be no movement. Remember, Jesus sent his disciples 
before him into places where he himself was about to go and then said “… The harvest truly [is] great, but the 
laborers [are] few; therefore, pray to the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into His harvest.” (Lk 10: 1-2).

The presence of the Person of Peace in a community is the proof that God is at work in that community. Not 
only that, that person is the doorway to the community and to the Kingdom harvest in that community. Usually 
he or she is also a harvester that will need to be coached and mentored into that role.

WHO IS A PERSON OF PEACE?
Aly had been visiting a community looking for a person of peace. When he met Kone he identified him as a 
person of peace. Kone was very friendly, welcoming and hospitable. After three visits, Aly realized that Kone 
was not a person of peace. They had some good conversations during which Aly tried to introduce spiritual 
topics, but Kone had no spiritual concern he wanted to discuss. His interest was only friendship with Aly.
Many people meet this kind of person and think they have found a person of peace. They will spend a lot of 
time with these people and won’t see anything happening that leads to a faith decision or making disciples. 
They become frustrated and conclude it is not working.

The person of peace may have a good reputation, but not always. They often are hospitable, helpful, or 
friendly.

But the most important characteristic that describes the person of peace is that she or he has personal spiritual 
concerns or questions. No matter their religious background, they usually have some spiritual dissatisfaction or 
questions. This dissatisfaction is caused by the fact that God is at work in their life, and the Father is preparing 
them to accept the gospel and become a catalyst to bridge the gospel into the community. Their presence in 
the community usually means that God is at work in that community. 



In summary, the person of peace:
1. Is a non-Christian - Jesus sent his disciples into the harvest among non-saved people.
2. Has spiritual questions and is a seeker.
3. Manifests that God is working through him or her.
4. Demonstrates that God has him or her to ready to receive the Gospel.
5. Their presence in the community means that God is at work.

HOW TO FIND THE PERSON OF PEACE
Disciple makers find people of peace through a process of much prayer, providing some service or kindness in 
the community, and living out a gracious spiritual lifestyle (Dt 6: 4-9).

I’VE FOUND A PERSON OF PEACE. NOW WHAT?
Know that God is at work in the community and join Him. There is a harvest to be reaped. The person of 
peace is a seed… the harvest is beyond them. The person of peace has a social network of family, friends, and 
colleagues. And each of those have their own social network. And these social networks overlap. The person of 
peace is the doorway to all these social networks. 

Lazare spent unfruitful years trying to plant churches among the Malinke people in a West Africa country. He 
started finding persons of peace in different communities. But each time he found one, in his excitement, he 
just led them to Christ and then went looking for more persons of peace. He missed the whole point of God’s 
strategic work. He was finding lots of persons of peace, but not planting any churches.

The best thing to do when one finds a person of peace is:
1. Focus on their social network in the community.

2. Don’t rush to lead them to Christ by themselves.

3. Have them invite members of their social networks.

4. Begin a Starting Point group that the person of peace organizes.
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